THE AMBRI TEAM
Since Ambri was founded in 2010, the
company has grown to more than 50
employees. We have assembled a
talented group that is hard-working,
results-oriented, creative and passionate
about solving some of the world’s
toughest energy challenges. While you
can find many of our engineers and
scientists at Ambri until the late hours of
the evening, it’s not all work. We enjoy
weekly company lunches together, many
of our staff participate in local
intramural sports teams, and every six
months we put our all into a company
service day at a local non-profit
organization.

ORIGINS

FINANCIAL BACKING

Ambri’s Liquid Metal Battery was invented in the lab of Dr. Donald Sadoway, a
professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. At MIT, the Liquid Metal
Battery Project built upon Professor Sadoway’s 40 years of experience working with
extreme electrochemical processes, ranging from aluminum smelting, to molten oxide
electrolysis for extracting oxygen from lunar regolith, to lithium polymer batteries.
The research on campus has been supported by the Department of Energy’s ARPA-E
program, the French energy company, Total, the Deshpande Center, and the Chesonis
Family Foundation. David Bradwell (now Senior Vice President of Commercialization &
Chief Technology Officer of Ambri) played an instrumental role in advancing the
technology while he completed an M.Eng degree, a Ph.D. degree, and a one-year
postdoctoral fellowship. In 2010, Bradwell and Sadoway co-founded Ambri with the
goal of commercializing the technology.

Ambri has raised over $50 million in
equity financing since its founding in
2010. Ambri’s investors include Khosla
Ventures, Bill Gates, Total, KLP
Enterprises, and Building Insurance Bern
(GVB). Ambri’s investors share our longterm vision for developing an electricity
storage technology that will transform
the electric power industry everywhere.

WHY IS AMBRI DIFFERENT?
LOW-COST: Inexpensive, earth-abundant
materials, and a simple, easy-to-manufacture design.

CHALLENGE
Today, the electric grid is the largest supply chain in the world with no
warehouses. The electricity we use is generated moments before we use it.
To keep the lights on, we have built a system to meet the highest levels of
demand, which occur only a few hours per year. It is hard to get enough
electricity into certain areas, like big cities, leading to price spikes and
threats of blackouts and brownouts. In addition, we can’t control when the
sun shines or when the wind blows, making it hard to operate the grid
when wind and solar resources are significant contributors. As worldwide
consumption is increasing and grid infrastructure is aging, we need a new
solution.

CAPACITY NEEDED WITH AND
WITHOUT STORAGE
Ambri’s Liquid Metal Battery will reduce the
amount of generation, transmission and distribution infrastructure by enabling the electric grid to be built to meet average demand
instead of peak demand.
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FLEXIBLE OPERATIONS: Ambri’s Liquid Metal
Battery is a great solution for many different
electricity storage applications because it’s able to
respond in milliseconds to grid signals, and it can also
charge and discharge across hours.

MODULAR DESIGN: Ambri’s systems are modular
– units can be deployed as small as 200 kilowatthours and as large as hundreds of megawatt-hours.

EASY TO DEPLOY: Ambri’s systems are emissions
-free, operate silently, and have no moving parts; it
is straightforward to site and install.

designed with a robust architecture to optimize
reliability and availability.

SOLUTION

2014: On the Global Cleantech 100 for the second year in a row; named the New England Clean Energy Council’s “Emerging Company of the
Year” award; listed as one of 25 most audacious companies by Inc. magazine
2013: Recognized as a winner of the Global Cleantech 100 and awarded as the “Rising Star of the Year;” selected by the MIT Technology Review as a TR50 winner — one of 50 Disruptive Companies of 2013
2012: Ambri’s co-founder and Chief Scientific Advisor Dr. Donald Sadoway championed Ambri’s message millions watching The Colbert Report
and to the 1.5+ million who have watched his TED talk delivered in March 2012

expected to last over 15 years and tens of thousands
of cycles. The battery’s all-liquid design avoids cycleto-cycle capacity fade as the electrodes are
reconstituted with each charge through an alloying/
de-alloying process.

RELIABLE: Ambri’s electricity storage systems are

Storing Electricity for Our Future

RECOGNITION

LONG LIFESPAN: Ambri’s Liquid Metal Battery is

Ambri is commercializing the Liquid Metal Battery — a novel grid-scale
electricity storage technology. The Liquid Metal Battery will fundamentally
change the way power grids are operated on a global basis — helping
utilities, independent power producers, transmission operators, and endusers. Together we will better integrate renewable resources like wind and
solar, creating a cleaner electricity infrastructure; we will offset the need
to build additional transmission, generation and distribution assets, which
will lower electricity costs; we will enable users to reduce their electricity
bills; and we will improve reliability in the face of an aging grid.
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UNIQUE: Ambri’s Liquid Metal Battery is unlike any
other battery technology in the world. It is the only
storage solution commercialized or in development
where all three active components – both electrodes
and the electrolyte separating them – are in liquid
state when the battery operates. The company has
filed or has licensing rights to more than 60 domestic
and international patents and patent applications
and continues to pursue broad coverage.

LIQUID METAL BATTERY CELL TECHNOLOGY
ELEGANT CELL DESIGN

NEGLIGIBLE FADE RATE

LOW COST MANUFACTURING

Ambri’s technology is the only battery where all three active
components are liquid when the battery operates, enabling
long lifespan and comparatively low-cost manufacturing.
Ambri’s cells are made of three simple components — a salt
(electrolyte) which separates two distinct metal layers
(electrodes). Cells operate at elevated temperature and,
upon melting, these three layers self-segregate and float on
top one another due to their different densities and levels of
immiscibility.

Ambri’s all liquid cell design avoids the main failure
mechanisms experienced by solid components in other
battery technologies — enabling our systems to have a
projected lifespan of over 15 years with no degradation in
performance. To better understand the long lifespan and
performance of the cells, Ambri has performed extensive
laboratory testing on over 2,500 cells with a cumulative
test time of 600,000 hours and 100,000 cycles.

Ambri’s manufacturing process is capital-efficient — factories
will require one fourth to one tenth of the capital investment to
produce an equivalent amount of electricity storage per year as
other storage technologies. This is because Ambri’s liquid metal
battery design is simple to assemble (no moving parts or fragile
membranes) and uses low-cost, abundant materials.
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Ambri has a prototype manufacturing facility in Marlborough, MA
— set up to test equipment and processes for manufacturing the
Liquid Metal Battery at scale. Ultimately, we envision working
with global partners to build factories around the world,
creating partnerships to serve regional markets.
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Manufacturing Facility in Marlborough, MA
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PATH TO SYSTEMS
The base unit for Ambri’s system is a fully-sealed liquid metal battery cell. Ambri’s cells are strung together within
a thermal enclosure to form an Ambri Core. The Ambri Core is ‘self-heating’ when operated every couple of days,
requiring no external heating to keep the batteries at temperature. The Ambri System comprises multiple Ambri
Cores that are strung together and connected to the grid with power electronics. The configuration of the Ambri
System is modular and can be customized to meet specific customer needs.
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LIQUID METAL BATTERY BASICS
When a liquid metal battery cell is at operating temperature, there is potential energy between the top metal layer and the
bottom metal layer which creates a cell voltage.* To discharge the battery, the cell voltage drives electrons from the
Magnesium (Mg) electrode, delivering power to the external load (e.g., light bulb), and the electrons return back into the
Antimony (Sb) electrode. Internally, this causes Mg ions to pass through the salt and alloy with Sb, forming a Mg-Sb alloy. To
recharge, power from an external source (e.g., wind turbine) pushes electrons in the opposite direction, pulling Mg from the
Mg-Sb alloy and re-depositing Mg back onto the top layer, returning the system to three distinct liquid layers.

Ambri Cell
135 W / 270 Wh

Ambri CoreTM
100 kW / 200 kWh
768 Cells

* Initial chemistry from MIT
was Mg||Sb; Ambri is commercializing different undisclosed chemistry with
lower operating temperature, high voltage, lower
cost

Ambri System
500 kW / 1 MWh
5 Ambri Cores
Integrated with grid-tied power
electronics

